
This document outlines notable work completed while working as a 

Product Designer at Chope since February 2017, such as:

• Re-design of the Chope Diners’ App, available publicly now 

• Influence of user research and usability tests had on UI design

• Thought processes behind decisions on interactions and UI

• Selected portions from an upcoming eCommerce project

Notable information not available in this PDF includes:

• Actual results from more than two dozen user interviews conducted 

as part of market research for Chope and for this app’s re-design

• Usability testing methodologies involved in this project

• Actual results from said usability tests

 —

 

Since January 2018, I have moved to the eCommerce within the Chope 

Product team to serve as designer for “Chope Shop”, a native in-app 

experience for the sale of Restaurant Vouchers, now only available 

via web. This gives me a terrific opportunity to learn and apply my 

knowledge to the intricacies of online transactions and payments.
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HOME PAGE (1 of 2)

The logic of the Reservation Widget had to be 

planned out extensively with my Product Manager. 

Without input, the first field displayed “Any day, any 

time”, which was a new logic for backend developers 

to map out. This was validated through user 

interviews as a good feature as users do not always 

need to search for a specific time for a given day.

A-Z is a legacy feature from the version 3.0. Through 

recordings of user behaviour in sessions of user 

testing, many users bypass the use of A-Z and rely on 

iconography and microcopy to locate the search field 

to start their search when requested to do so.

Therefore, the visibility of “A-Z” is lowered in this 

version by relegating it to the top-right-hand corner. 

Total removal of this will not be ideal so as to help 

users transit from the 3.0.

Through user interviews, one of the key insights 

was that users expected the Chope app to be 

recommending cuisines or restaurants. This insight 

led to the design of this grid of 6 shortcuts. While 

they may not be actual smart recommendations by 

the app, it allowed users quick access to suggested 

dining ideas, in hopes of cutting down the time it 

takes for them to hone in on one restaurant.

The flexibility of arranging their order and content 

was also designed in the backend for Chope 

Marketing teams to configure, depending on their 

marketing efforts at any given time.

Most recently viewed restaurant detail pages were 

displayed as the first collection to cater to repeated 

visits to the Chope app from a device. Many users 

interviewed were constantly heading back to the 

same set of 2 to 4 restaurants to make reservations.



HOME PAGE (2 of 2)

Instead of using “cards” to differentiate between 

collections, a subtle grey background colour was use 

for alternate collection to visually segment one from 

the other.

Speaking with Chope Marketing led to agreements 

on the number of marketing banners to be included 

on the homepage to help drive seasonal campaigns.



RESERVATION WIDGET (DATE)

Presets were proposed by me as a quick way for user 

to select both day and time and was validated during 

usability test shortly into the design process as very 

useful for users.

In the end during a usability test, 5 out of 5 users 

who tested with presets made use of them when 

given a reservation task involving making one on the 

day after.

A persistent, large CTA button was relabelled as 

“Next” from “Done”, with its interaction changed to 

switching to time picker after user was done picking 

the day.

This decision was made after a usability testing 

session as 2 out of 5 users had difficulty switching 

to the time picker after picking the date. A second 

test with the new design resulted in 100% of tested 

users successfully selecting date and time with no 

confusion.



RESERVATION WIDGET (TIME)

A “time range mode” was introduced with great 

technical support from the developers to allow 

searching through our backend with this new logic.

This was proposed by me as a response to actual 

user behaviour of ping-pong-ing between the search 

result page and time picker to “double check” which 

time slots were available.



RESTAURANT DETAILS

Adding to one’s wishlist and sharing of restaurant 

details page remain available at the top in the 

persistent navigation bar.

Exclusive deals are highlighted in a bright colour to 

allow visibility, which may contribute to conversions.

In 4 parts, pertinent information are laid out in 

related sections for clear and concise communication 

between Chope and user. Important are visible 

without the need for user interaction, with additional 

operating hours being progressively disclosed with a 

single tap. Other information such as attached PDF 

and map views are one click away as well.

Native support for sales of Chope Vouchers was new 

when the app was designed and a special highlight 

was deem appropriate for business goals.

Restaurant articles were a featured carried over 

from the previous version of the app and there were 

limitations in improving its visual outlook. I settled 

for larger font weights to allow for more visual clarity 

while minimising development time, as there were 

other prioritises.



RESERVATION CONFIRMATION (1 of 2)

A set of 3 most frequently used actions by users 

right after making a reservation, and when refering to 

this page in the days leading up to the reservation.

Section only appears when no login is detected by 

the app. Signup/login page is displayed when tapping 

on these lines of text.

Important information that affirms the confirmation 

of said reservation are displayed first. Handy for 

resolution of any problems with Chope Support 

Teams when necessary.

Diner details presented with ample white space for 

legibility.

Static map displayed for quick reference for users 

who are good with maps and familiar with landmark 

in selected country.



RESERVATION CONFIRMATION (2 of 2)

Address is displayed in full in addition to the map and 

“SHOW ON MAP” shortcut above to aid in locating 

restaurant when user is not good with maps. Road 

names helps users when converying the address to 

friends or cab drivers, postal code must be displayed 

here for use with third-party map apps.

Access to purchasing of and already purchased 

Chope Vouchers when applicable. A standard blue 

colour is used for when payments are involved to 

instill a sense of trust with the user.

“Special Requests” and “Custom Questions” are 

sometimes input by the user. Here, both sections 

(when applicable) are displayed with ample contrast 

and white space to ensure that users are able to 

double-check information they would like to convey 

to restaurant owners.

Much collaborative work with the development was 

involved to ensure that information are displayed 

and transmitted from the enterprise apps to the 

consumer side.



ACCOUNT SETTINGS (1 of 2)
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SHOPFRONT (1 of 3)

Constant and quick access to the Shopping Bag, 
with visibility to number of items added into 
Bag.

UI and layout consistent with main homepage 
to flatten the learning curve for user when this 
new section is introduced.



SHOPFRONT (2 of 3)

Re-useable UI for each “card” displaying a 
product sold for a certain restaurant. Also re-
used in Voucher Collection page.

Ample space above header text to allow for 
breathing room, and separation from section 
above, visually demarcating sections for users.



SHOPFRONT (3 of 3)

Page concludes with a text list of all Collections 
within the Shop. This acts as a “visual breather” 
for users who may have felt overwhelmed by 
the many visuals from above. Alternatively, 
users may find it a better approach to navigate 
from a list of high-contrast text, as a last resort 
if they aren’t able to convert upon something 
and have scrolled till the end.

Bottom navigation are still in development. 
It has been chosen to clearly segment two 
user flows - one that starts with a reservation, 
another that may start with looking for products 
to purchase.



SHOPPING BAG (iOS & Android)



SHOPPING BAG (iOS & Android)
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